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The battle for Earth begins with a secret invasionÃ¢â‚¬Â¦They came from the brightest star in the

southern constellation of Carina. First they studied us. Now theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re among us, threatening

human existence as they search for the Starcore, the greatest device of the lost Polarions.Logan is

captured in the Nevada desert, but escapes in Greenland. There he finds an extraterrestrial stealth

ship, giving him the means to take the battle to the enemy.He will fight the aliens underground. He

will fight them in the sky, and he will fight them in space. He will never surrender.Logan becomes a

one-man wrecking crew while using alien technology better than any being alive.
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I have read several of the authors books and they have been good. This is no different. The hero

was heroic without being too heroic. The aliens were good and bad. the storyline wasn't too

convoluted as to be unreadable. All in all a good beginning to a new series I hope there will be a

series



I gave this 5 stars because I enjoyed the book and found out hard to put down. I would have given it

4.5 stars though if i could though because there were a few times when the main character had to

explain how circumstance had occurred rather than it being part of the story ie explaining why there

are sunglasses in his pocket instead of making those previous actions part of the story. I guess

there's pros and cons to both methods, and Vaughn has done a fantastic job with most, it's just that

for me the ones where the character has to explain it disrupt the flow a little.

This book is fun. An enjoyable read from start to finish. Multiple villainous alien races, powerful elder

aliens.... all targeting our nearly overwhelmed hero. Vaughn Heppner did a good job with this one.

And left enough potential story lines hanging that I hope there's more coming!

First, this is all from a first person perspective which was OK after the first 30 pages.Logan, the

good guy, must work through a maze of situations and characters taking low percentage

chances.There were constant twists on the narrative with characters coming and going throughout.

Never got to meet the bad guy which was a shame.

This book is classic Heppner science fiction happening now on Earth as competing alien Empires

search for an ancient powerful artifact. One man is kidnapped because they mistakenly think he has

information about this super ship. He is resourceful and stubborn and determined to stop them at

every turn.The miscommunication is sometimes hilarious. I never imagined bumbling aliens before

this. INVADERS was a joy to read.

A rather light hearted sci-fi novel which deserves to be made into a series.Read was quick and easy

but fun. Heppners writing is simple and straightforward.The content was sufficient to allow you to

grasp what was going on without bogging down with too much detail.A good read!

For some reason, this book never "grabbed me" into staying up later than normal to read it. I can't

put my finger on the reason. I have ordered the second book in the series and am reading it now.

I'm having the same problem with it. I just don't seem to be able to get into it.

Vaughn Heppner is quickly becoming one of my favorite writers. I started with the Invasion America

series and needed something new to read. I've read the two Invaders books (more to come?) and

am hooked. The main character finds himself in the wrong place at the wrong time and comes to



find out that we are not alone on this planet and never have been. Who can he tell? Who would

believe him? He'd just be another Area 51 crazy. There's a second book too. Invaders: The

Chronowarp.
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